
Irish books An Post (Irish PostOffice) has recently published The Inslt Post
Box - Silent Servant and Symbol of the Stale by Stcphen Ferguson. It tells the
tory of how a cast-iron box became such a vital part of Post Office infra-
structure and a symbol of the rate itself. Thc post box, in its green livery,
is a familiar and comforting sight at street corner and crossroad through-
out the country. Since its introduction to Ireland by the novelist Anthony
Trollope over 150 years ago it bas continued, quietly and efficiently, to do
its job through good times and bad, through turmoil and tranquillity. ~
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The chapters cover: before the pillar box, Anthony Trollope, early pillar
boxes, public reaction, principal designs, operating policies, red to green,
mobile and special boxes, the future, principal manufacturers and princi-
pal sources. As can be seen, this book features every aspect of. tbe subject.
This book covers a topic dear to my heart, and has helped me to realise

that the story of post boxes in Ireland is not merely a repeat of the UK'S

box history, but has its own unique tale to tell. I am also reminded of the
account of a holidaymaker to Ireland who, on returning to England, sub-
mitted his films for development. They came back witb an apologetic note
attached that, try as th y might, they could not understand why the letter
boxes in the photograph kept coming out green instead of red!
Mr Ferguson has also written three other books that are still currently

available from An Post, each priced at £10. The first is entitled Robbery on
the Road. This is a catalogue showing Post Office Reward Xotices from the
Heritage Department issued as part of an exhibition of nineteenth century
Post Office Reward Notices. It provides details of An Post's reward notice
collection, which are rare survivors of the pre-I9I6 General Post Office.
The next work is titled At the Heart of Events - Dublin's General Post Office.

While there are books which mention the GPO in the context of the 1916
Rising and books which consider its architectural distinction, none make
the building the focus of attention and let it, as it were, tell the story of the
events, great and small, which have happened in and around it over the
centuries, from sealing wax to the early days of broadcasting and from the
Dead Letter Office to the Proclamation. It is illustrated with photograph
of items drawn from An Post's own and other collections.
The final book is GPO Staff in 1916. Drawing on previously unpublished

Post Office records, Stephen has been able to open up an entirely new per-
spective on the events of Easter Week, 1916.The eye-witness accounts and
official reports prepared by GPO staff in the days of the Rising provide a
fresh and fascinating account of events as they unfolded across the city.
All four books arc fine production and are worthy of a place on the

book helves of any collector interested in the history of the posts, and I
hope that there will be further publications in this series in due course.
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